Intracranial Masses with Perilesional Edema: Differential Diagnosis with Perfusion CT.
Perilesional edema (PE) is commonly observed in association with an intracranial mass. PE is thought to be determined by vasogenic effects in the cerebral parenchyma surrounding the mass due to the loss or absence of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) inside the lesion. Alterations in capillary permeability induce extrusion of fluids into the extravascular space around the mass. On Computed Tomography (CT) PE corresponds to an area of low density for the increased water content, outside the margins of the lesion. It is difficult to differentiate PE from areas of parenchymal compressive ischemia and sometimes the two events could be associated. A solitary mass with PE is more commonly discovered on a non-enhanced computed tomography (NECT) study performed for the onset of stable or rapidly progressive neurological symptoms. In such cases, a supplementary CT scan with contrast (CECT) is generally indicated to complete the baseline imaging before MRI. Contrast enhancement is generally present in a mass with PE and it is not specific for differential diagnosis. Perfusion computed tomography (PCT) requires a few minutes in addition to the time needed for CECT. PCT may give information on regional microvascular density, permeability and blood flow, thus it may play a role when tumoral neo-angiogenesis or non-neoplastic altered haemodynamics are suspected. We therefore investigated the utility of PCT in the differential diagnosis of the intracranial solitary masses with PE.